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Key Takeaways
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● Search demand has decreased worldwide in March, following strong interest in February linked to Valentine’s Day

● Beauty brands are closing stores and relying on online channels in reaction to the COVID-19 outbreak

● In this uncertain environment, new product launches are being delayed and supply chains are disrupted due to 
factories being shut down in China & across the globe

● Key Beauty events such as Cosmoprof Worldwide Bologna and Esxence have been postponed

● Beauty companies relying on in-store services have been forced to pioneer new digital platform solutions

● Hand sanitizers & wipes will see unprecedented growth earnings amids coronavirus fear, while Skincare demand is 
expected to outperform Fragrance & Make-up

● The impact of factory shutdowns on the Beauty market will be fully visible in second quarter earnings 

● Brands with strong digital strategies may be able to offset at least some of their losses, and brands with an 
already-robust online customer base may not see a negative impact from the virus



Perfume & Cosmetics are both seeing a decrease in search interest in March, with Fragrances taking a 
larger hit compared to Cosmetics
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Italy shows an earlier decline in search interest in line with earlier onset of COVID-19, with signs of 
recovery for Cosmetics in late March 
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Threats to Beauty Market
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● In the US, many beauty retailers such as Sephora, ULTA & Benefit are shutting down to protect their shoppers and 
employees

● With Italy, France, Spain and the UK in lockdown as well as restrictions tightening across Europe, beauty markets are 
slowing down

● KWW Beauty announced it will postpone its upcoming makeup launch and key Beauty events such as Cosmoprof and 
Exsence have also been postponed

● Quarantined workforce and country specific restrictions will likely lead to production slowdown and inventory 
shortages

● Supply chains face the most direct challenges as factories shutter within China and shutdowns have 2-3 month delay 
impacts at minimum, meaning that we will see the full effects of this in second quarter earnings.

● Companies relying on in-store experiences will be greatly challenged, with many of these forced to be creative with 
their digital strategies in order to maintain customer relationships



Opportunities for Growth
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● Markets for hand sanitizers, wipes and toilet paper are expected to generate unprecedented earnings. 

● Hand sanitizer brand Touchland has built a 10,000-plus waitlist and sold more than a quarter million units.

● Brands with strong digital strategies are also expected to offset at least some of their losses

● Credo Beauty has experienced a decrease in in-store sales, however saw digital sales increase as more people rely on 
online shopping than before

● Direct-to-consumer brands such as Glossier & Versed have not yet seen any sales impact, pointing to their 
already-robust online consumer base

● UBS Analyst Michael Goldsmith said beauty is “highly discretionary” but doesn’t suffer as much as other categories in 
a recession

● Discounts still matter and consumers are not fully pessimistic and seem to be reallocating funds typically spent on 
entertainment and dining out towards stocking up and personal care.



Beauty consumption during the outbreak varies by category:
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● As many stay inside and self-isolate, some consumers are finding comfort in Skincare.

● According to NPD data, the impact of COVID-19 is still unclear, but skincare has been outperforming the general beauty 
market recently.

● Self-isolation has also meant consumers have decreased their hair washing frequency, which might mean a reduction 
in hair shampoo and conditioner in the short term.

● Demand for color cosmetics and fragrances is also expected to be lower due to less socializing out of the home 
reducing the number of usage occasions.

● That said, the increasing popularity of video conferencing, selfies and livestreaming means many young consumers will 
still wear make-up.

● Hand wash, hand creams & body cleansing products are the hero categories during the epidemic outbreak



How are brands reacting to COVID-19?
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● Brands such as Sephora, ULTA & Kiehl’s are offering free shipping on 
their websites

● LVMH and L’Oréal are dedicating part of their manufacturing capability to 
the production of hand sanitizer, which will be handed free-of-charge to 
hospitals.

● Facial salon Heyday is considering launching virtual skin consultations, 
at home DIY facial lessons and facial massage lessons to replace its 
in-store experiences

● Brands are encouraged to show their human side during these trying 
times and share content which can inspire users and/or give them 
something to look forward to, such as virtual makeup tutorials and 
skincare routine how-tos.
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